The Covenant Journey: 30 years of the Evangelism Movement

1. **Start of the Darakbang (Upper Room) Evangelism Movement**
   - 1975: Assistant Pastor Ryu Kang-su establish the concept of Darakbang Evangelism through the ministry in 6 elementary schools while serving at Busan Central Church
   - 1982: Assistant Pastor Ryu Kang-su confirms the relationship between acceptance and spiritual problems at Peace Church
   - 1984: Rev. Ryu Kang-su establishes the 6 states of underlove through factory worker ministry and shamans in ministry while serving Dongseong Church
   - 1987: Dongseong (Jeil) Church (present Immanual Church) is established. Rev. Ryo Kang-su inaugurates as the senior pastor
   - 1989: Jeil Church Laypersons Evangelism School opens
   - 1990: Dongsam Jeil Church Launches evangelism training for 500 pastors in Busan Gyeongsang
   - 1991: Dongsam Jeil Church Laypersons Evangelism School opens
   - 1993: 1st Dongsam Jeil Church Evangelism School is established at Daepo Dongsam Jeil Church (present Jeil Church’s Upper Room Church) and opens to 200 places throughout the nation
   - 1994: Dongsam Jeil Church Launches the 6th class, and 920 Dongsam Jeil Church youth go to Seoul Sunday Church (sent Yejun Church)

2. **Established the Five Basics Admit Persecution**
   - 1992: Start publishing materials for Darakbang Evangelism
   - 1993: Proclaim Team Ministry message
   - 1994: Launch of the retreat (present Tuesday Conference)
   - 1995: Launch of the 1st Level Camp Training for pastors and committed workers of the 1st Dongsam Jeil Evangelism Training Institute
   - 1996: Launch of the 2nd Level Camp Training for factory workers while serving in the army
   - 1997: Launches evangelism training for 500 pastors in Busan Gyeongsang
   - 1998: Dongsam Jeil Church Launches evangelism training for 500 pastors in Busan Gyeongsang
   - 1999: Dongsam Jeil Church Laypersons Evangelism School opens
   - 2000: Launch of the 3rd Level Camp Training for pastors and committed workers of the 2nd Dongsam Jeil Evangelism Training Institute
   - 2001: Launch of the 4th Level Camp Training for pastors and committed workers of the 3rd Dongsam Jeil Evangelism Training Institute
   - 2002: Launch of the 5th Level Camp Training for pastors and committed workers of the 4th Dongsam Jeil Evangelism Training Institute
   - 2003: Launch of the 6th Level Camp Training for pastors and committed workers of the 5th Dongsam Jeil Evangelism Training Institute

3. **Evangelism Camp and the RUTC Age**
   - 2000: Launch of the 1st evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2001: Launch of the 2nd evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2002: Launch of the 3rd evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2003: Launch of the 4th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2004: Launch of the 5th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2005: Launch of the 6th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2006: Launch of the 7th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2007: Launch of the 8th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2008: Launch of the 9th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2009: Launch of the 10th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2010: Launch of the 11th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2011: Launch of the 12th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2012: Launch of the 13th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2013: Launch of the 14th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2014: Launch of the 15th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2015: Launch of the 16th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2016: Launch of the 17th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2017: Launch of the 18th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2018: Launch of the 19th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2019: Launch of the 20th evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2020: Launch of the 21st evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2021: Launch of the 22nd evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church
   - 2022: Launch of the 23rd evangelism camp at Ganghwa Church

4. **Life of the Evangelist and Concentration**
   - 2000: Evangelistic Training Conference begins with respective regions for 10,000 church movement
   - 2001: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Maegokri Campus (Dukpyeong RUTC))
   - 2002: Korean Christian Council Executive Committee passes the resolution confirming that Darakbang Evangelism movement is not heretic
   - 2003: Evangelistic Training Conference begins with respective regions for 10,000 church movement
   - 2004: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Southern RUTC Center (RUTC))
   - 2005: Korean Christian Council Executive Committee passes the resolution confirming that Darakbang Evangelism movement is not heretic
   - 2006: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2007: Korean Christian Council Executive Committee passes the resolution confirming that Darakbang Evangelism movement is not heretic
   - 2008: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2009: Korean Christian Council Executive Committee passes the resolution confirming that Darakbang Evangelism movement is not heretic
   - 2010: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2011: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2012: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2013: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2014: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2015: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2016: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2017: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2018: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2019: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2020: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2021: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2022: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)
   - 2023: International Conference for construction of Remnant Unity Training Center (RUTC) takes place at Ansan Eight Blessings Church (present Dukpyeong RUTC)

5. **Opening of the 237 Age**
   - 2000: Proclaim the 3rd RUTC Age, Healing International, and Summit Intensive School
   - 2001: World Remnant Conference – President Moses Obed Tullis and other officials from Vanuatu attend along with 20,000 people. The Covenant Journey and ODP message is proclaimed
   - 2002: The 1st OWK Scholarship Recipient Retreat is held
   - 2003: Regional camp is established in the Philippine and multiethnic ministry in full-scale
   - 2004: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2005: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2006: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2007: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2008: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2009: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2010: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2011: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2012: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2013: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2014: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2015: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2016: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2017: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2018: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2019: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2020: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2021: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2022: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2023: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2024: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2025: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2026: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2027: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2028: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2029: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa
   - 2030: Regional camp is established in Vanuatu and other regions in Africa